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About This Game

The videogame to bring you a gun that shoots a sword that shoots hammers that explode into lightning.

DESPERATE TIMES is a spectacular shmup in which when you run out of ammo, you transform into another ship. The
enemies are plentiful, the weapons absurd.

Blast and dodge your way through five levels of challenging waves, each wave being hand-crafted but chosen at random. You
don't know what's coming next but you know it'll be good.

Desperate Times is not a game that is easy in the least. Even though you can and probably will receive apocalyptic weapons, you
will still have to pay attention and use great skill in order to win.

41 base weapons are available at the time of writing. But there's more:
Each weapon can be received with any number of weapon mods. Instead of a Hypercannon, you could get a Giant

Hypercannon, a Triple Hypercannon or even something along the lines of a Giant Triple Penetrating Explosive Hyper
Hypercannon!

With that taken into account, the number of available weapons is over 2,000!

Every adversary in every wave is tweaked to make the wave present a unique challenge, or serve some specific purpose.
Some enemies will appear shielded, some will shoot far more aggressively than usual, some will move in an elaborate dance

around the screen before buggering off back to wherever they came from.
Which wave you'll see next is random, and so the game is replayable.

What are you doing in this game? You're destroying things. Literally thousands of enemy ships will attack you. Annihilate a
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bunch of them and pass through without perishing and you will be allowed to fight The Boss. Upon the timely demise of the
boss at your hands, you'll progress to the next level. Complete five levels and you win.

Takes about fifteen minutes if you happen to complete the entire game.
About 0% of rounds end in victory.
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Title: Desperate Times
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Yokcos
Publisher:
Yokcos
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Not A Potato

Memory: 50 MB RAM

Graphics: Any

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 20 MB available space

English
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Great concept with lots of potential.. Unlocked all the achievements ( even the secret ones ) got everything in the game and im
still playing it :D it's an amazing game with some wonderful replay value and i really recommend it to any parents kids and
others Super Chibi Knight is an amazing sequel and a great casual game on it's own quite frankly it's a 10/10

Score: 10/10
Description
Amazing game for kids and others
Amazing sequel

P.S: can't wait for the third one :). Simple 2D platformer with good, chunky pixelated graphics and varied enough gameplay and
platforming so as to remain fresh. Not simply another "Limbo" \/ Silhouette knockoff, it leans more toward something
resembling a medieval, creepy, Tim Burton \/ Alice-In-Wonderland esque setting. The gameplay is simple but you also have a
double-jump, spells to throw, and a basic attack. Haven't played enough to know much whether there are bosses or not. Not
many cutscenes at all. Straight forward and to the point but well-made.. For £3 I still think its over priced. Everything is just
painful. From choosing 6 of 20 champions/heros/characters with nothing but hit points and action point numbers to go on (is
this a mage? a healer? a tank? a melee damage? a support? what abilities do they have?) to the tutorial (where minimal stuff is
covered) to the controls which are clunky, and ill designed. I have paid my money, played my 2hrs, and will now promptly
uninstall.. This is basically a walking 2D simulator with creepy monsters, you can't defend yourself other than find clues as to
what is going on in the prison block. now the monsters can kill you. but you can't kill them, all you can do is run away. If you
can at least defend yourself than this game would be good.

Its not a bad game, and I like the music in the background. but if you can't do anything other than find clues, walk around and
not able to defend yourself than its not fun to play. though it says you can hit enter for action. but it didn't seem to work. Others
might enjoy it, but I got quite bored after awhile.. I actualy got this game from a coopon for 30 cents and im prety satisfied.

Pros:
- Really cool looking.
- Colors and animations on the background match together so well.
- workshop included.
- 30 basic levels that are unique.

Cons:
- The SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS of the game are not that accurate
- Controls are kinda complicated and don't give the 100%

Hope i helped you !. I have had this game for almost 1 year now and my microphone is not recognized (no VR). I tried all the
proposed bug fixes, none work. So basically I can't play the game and apparently UBI Soft doesn't care to fix this, even though
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the bug is well known for a long time now. Therefore I cannot recommend this game.. fun arkanoid/breakout game not triple A
level but its still good for a bit of fun.
this is just like breakout/arkanoid but you can make the ball move faster or slower at will and like in other such games you can
get powerups. the levels have random elements and secret paths as you clime the tower. it gets harder as you get farther in as
enemies will shoot at you.

as for the story its cute in a childish way. death takes 2 male souls and puts them into girl bodies then forces them to go fight a
vampire.

story mode is just like arcade but you do some side view rooms and a little puzzle before each breakout level. the levels and
story are the same on these parts but there is added story on the between level stuff. story mode is locked untill you beat arcade
for some reason.
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I remember hearing about this game in a top 10 list some time back. When I got a $20 card for Christmas I decided to go on a
sale hunt and saw this little guy, so I adopted him as my own.

This game definitely ISN'T what you would expect. It has great gameplay as a classic RPG but with a totally METAL theme.
The crude and offensive humor with definitely make you laugh, if not at least crack a smile, and make sure you keep an eye out
for a bunch of reference to heavy metal artists and bands.

I would recommend you get this game even if it ISN'T on sale. It's worth you time AND your money.

I cannot wait to finish it so I can get the DLC and continue on my journey of METAL!

\m/ >.< \m/. The controls are very bad in this one and it wasn't even a little bit optimized for the PC. There are no, I repeat no
video options whatsoever. The graphics are a step down from Crazy Machines Elements and Crazy Machines 2. Also I don't
really understand the sense of the rating system. The less parts you use multiple times the better. While this could lead do
creative solutions it doesn't make anything really effective. Instead of aiming for the simples solution you just do an overly
complicated one to score more points. Again this is a disappointing game for me. Crazy Machines 2 is a lot better!. good movie.
i never watched the three movies before it but this one was great. im going to certainly watch the others now.. Unfinished and
abandoned.. some bad shooter game witch remind me on fake gta :/
ai does make simple moves, witch doesn't make me want to play that game aswell.. Very unbalanced game. But still good. But
still unbalanced. 1vs5 pistolman kill everybody, not balanced but good game.
Happy evening.. Terrible framerate, Terrible voice acting, Terrible graphics. doesnt have a good tutorial, refunding :/
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